SURGICAL CONSENT FORM
SOUTHSIDE ANIMAL HOSPITAL
PET: ________________________________________

OWNER: _________________________________________

I am the owner or agent for the above described pet and have the authority to execute this consent. I hereby consent
and authorize the performance of the following procedure(s):
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
I understand that during the performance of the foregoing procedure(s), unforeseen conditions may be revealed that
necessitate the extension of the procedure(s) or different procedure(s) than those set forth above. Therefore, I hereby
consent to and authorize the performance of such procedure(s) as are necessary and desirable in the exercise of the
veterinarian’s professional judgment.
I also authorize the use of appropriate anesthetics, and other medications, and I understand that the judgment of
hospital support personnel will be employed as deemed necessary by the veterinarian (e.g. to control post-operative
pain).
I have been advised as to the nature of the procedure(s) and the risks involved. I realize that results cannot be
PRE-ANESTHETIC BLOOD TESTING
guaranteed. I have read and understand this authorization and consent.
Before placing your pet under anesthesia we will perform a full physical examination. However, many conditions,
including disorders of the liver, kidneys or blood, are not detected unless blood testing is performed. Such tests are
especially important before any kind of surgery. For these reasons, we highly recommend blood screening before
such procedures. Please choose one of the following:

_______ Yes,

I want my pet to have a preanesthetic blood screen before surgery

_______ No, I do not want my pet to have a
pre-anesthetic blood screen

MICROCHIPPING
Microchips are small identification chips that may be implanted under your pet’s skin. Each chip has a unique
identification number that is connected to your information. If your pet gets lost and is taken to a shelter without a
collar on (most pets found do not have a collar on) they can be scanned for a microchip and returned back to you. To
implant this chip an injection is given similar to a vaccination, simply with a larger needle. This can be done
painlessly for your pet while they are under anesthesia today.
_____ Yes,

I would like my pet to receive a HOMEAGAIN microchip. This includes the microchip, one time
registration fee & 1 year membership. The membership does not have to be purchased each year for my information
to be kept on file.
_____ No, I do not authorize my pet to be microchipped today.

PAYMENT POLICY
I understand payment is expected in full at the time services are provided and I assume full financial responsibility
for all procedures. I agree to make full payment for all services --- cash, check, Visa, MasterCard, Discover, and
AMEX are all accepted forms of payment.
_________
Date

____________________________________________
Signature of Owner/Agent

________________________
Day Phone Number

